Mini-Trebuchet Competition!

Ready to build and besiege?!

SHPE SAC Chapter is hosting a mini trebuchet-building competition and any SAC student can join the mayhem! You say you can’t build a trebuchet? Don’t sweat it. Competitors will be put in teams and given simple guidelines to aid in the process. The team who builds the most accurate and well-made mini Launcher of Doom will win a cash prize and a trophy!

Those interested MUST RSVP by emailing us with “Trebuchet Competition” in the subject line. Deadline to RSVP is 4/15/16!!!

Date: 4/29/16
Time: 13:00 – 16:00
Location: I-201
FOOD PROVIDED!

shpe.sacchapter@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SantaAnaSHPEchapter